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Abstract
Background
For many deadly viruses, there are no preventive and / or therapeutic vaccines approved by health authorities World-wide (e.g., HIV, Ebola, Dengue, and many others). Although, for some viruses, prophylactic vaccines are very effective (e.g., HBV, Polio, Rota, and many others). In this realm, we design, manufacture, test, and streamline into the clinics novel viral universal vaccines (VUV). VUV have such unique features, that medical vaccination or natural infection induced immunity against some viruses (e.g., HBV) in patients, who became infected with other viruses (e.g., HIV), upon the VUV's administration, is redirected against these other, newly infecting viruses (e.g., HIV).

Specific Aim
The specific aim of this work was biomolecular engineering of the HIV universal vaccine (HIVUV) comprising the two main functional domains: CD4 or anti-gp120 - as the HIV tagging domain and HBsAg - as the immune response eliciting domain, so that upon its administration, the HBV medical immunization or natural infection induced immunity would be redirected, accelerated, and amplified to fight the HIV infection.

Healthy Donors and Patients
Per the Institutional Review Board approval and in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki, all healthy donors and patients were presented with the Patients' Bill of Rights and provided Patient Informed Consent. All the procedures were pursued by the licensed medical doctors.

Methods & Results
We have biomolecularly engineered HIV universal vaccine (HIVUV) comprising human CD4 or anti-gp120 and HBsAg of HBV. By immunoblotting and magnetic activated molecular sorting, we have demonstrated high specificity of this vaccine in binding HIV. By flow cytometry and nuclear magnetic resonance, we have demonstrated high efficacy of these vaccines to engage HBV immunized patients' immune system to work against HIV. Administration of HIVUV to blood or lymph of the HIV+ patients resulted in rapid reduction of the HIV viremia down to undetectable. It also resulted in protection of populations of CD4+ cells against HIV caused decline.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the proof of concept for high efficacy of VUV, specifically HIVUV, in annihilating HIV. Nevertheless, the same compositions, processes, and methods, for persons skilled in biotechnology, pharmacogenomics, and molecular medicine, are adaptable for other deadly viral infections, which we vigorously pursue.
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Introduction
Viral infections cause debilitating diseases and deaths World-wide. [1-2] Prophylactic vaccines approved by health authorities World-wide, including the ones approved by FDA and recommended by CDC in the USA, prevent some of them (e.g., Hepatitis B Virus Vaccine aka HBV Vaccine aka HBVV). [3-6] While there are very effective against conserved strains of viruses, the main problem with these prophylactic vaccines are that new strains emerge which are evading vaccination acquired immunity; thus making those prophylactic vaccines ineffective (e.g., Influenza
Virus Vaccine). Moreover, for many deadly viruses, there are no prophylactic vaccines approved by health authorities at all, that is resulting in very high incidence and mortality due to viral infections (e.g., HIV). For example, nearly 42.9 million people lived infected with HIV, 1.8 million became newly infected, and almost 1 million died due to AIDS in 2016. [6]

The main, currently approved by health authorities strategies for helping patients infected with viruses rely upon chemotherapeutics. The main classes of chemotherapeutics include: virus entry inhibitors (e.g., enfuvirtide or maraviroc), reverse transcriptase inhibitors (e.g., zidovudine or tenofovir), integrase inhibitors (e.g., elvitegravir), or maturation protease inhibitors (e.g., darunavir). They interfere with viruses’ propagation mechanisms. The main problems with these methods of therapy include: mutations, mutagenesis, adverse effects, pharmacogenomic profiles, reservoirs. First, chemical small molecules repress the viruses’ replication by docking into the domains with enzymes of host cells to lock them. Therefore, any spontaneous mutations in those docking sites make the chemotherapeutics ineffective. Second, nucleoside and nucleotide analogs prevent incorporation or do incorporate false nucleotides, which if erroneously repaired, become the sources of resistance. Third, all chemotherapeutics have very serious, systemic adverse effects. Fourth, the therapeutic efficacy is contingent upon personal response to specific therapeutic cocktails. Fifth, HIV may prevail chemotherapy hidden in the natural reservoirs. [2, 7-13]

The aforementioned problems stimulated ongoing works on immuno-therapeutics. For these the primary consideration is that the first step in the HIV invasion is docking of the HIV gp120 into cells’ virus entry receptor (VER): CD4; thus only the viruses with the non-mutated gp120 are capable of docking into the non-mutated CD4 and infect. Mutations in gp120, gp41, as well as CD4, CXCR4, 5 make the infections impossible. [14-15] As such, CD4 recombinants were used for attempts of virus neutralization. [16-17] Anti-gp120 antibodies were tested in similar attempts. [18-19] They were often evaded due to HIV mutations in immunogenic domains, targeting non-docking domains, and poor immune response. Moreover, they might even promote enhanced infections. As those trials were failing, the hybrid molecules comprising of CD4 and IgG were engineered. [20-22] Additionally, the HIV-at-risk-of-infection or HIV-infected patients have compromised ability to develop a de novo immune response. None of those attempts led to an effective therapy to this date. [23-24]

The general objective of our work is to design, manufacture, and test molecules with such features, that their administration to the patients carrying medical-vaccination- or natural-infection-induced immunity against some viruses would immediately redirect, accelerate, and amplify that immunity against the other, different, newly infecting viruses.

While designing our new therapeutics, we were primarily concerned with two elements: securing selective, specific, and reliable docking of the virus, as well as eliciting amplified immune response against it. We did chose HIV as the lead therapeutic target.

**Specific aim**

The specific aim of this work was biomolecular engineering of the HIV universal vaccine (HIVUV) comprising the two main functional domains: CD4 or anti-gp120 HBsAg and HBV – HBsAg linked by an optional chemical or genomic linker aka junctional domain (JD). That was to be followed by testing of its efficacy in annihilation of HIV.

**Patients and Healthy Donors**

Per the Institutional Review Board approval and in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki, all healthy donors and patients were presented with the Patient Bill of Rights and provided Patient Informed Consent with their identities entirely concealed, while all the procedures involving them were pursued by the licensed medical doctors (MDs).

Six healthy volunteers (three women, three men) had no past or present diseases in their medical records, so they were not taking any medications. Results of their routine laboratory tests of blood, with emphasis on erythrocyte sedimentation rates (ESR), immunoglobulin profiles, and of urine, with emphasis on potential presence of cells and proteins, were within laboratory norms.

Three oncology patients (all males) were diagnosed with Kaposi sarcomas. Their blood routine laboratory tests revealed low counts of CD4+ lymphocytes. These results prompted us to test for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), Cyto-megalovirus (CMV), Human Papilloma Virus (HPV). The HIV test came out positive, but the HSV, HPV, and CMV tests came out negative. These patients had not received any therapy yet.

Five oncology patients (three women, two men) were diagnosed Multiple myelomas. Their blood routine laboratory tests revealed high ESR. These results prompted us to test for protein profiles, which revealed high immunoglobulin. Their urine routine laboratory tests revealed protein presence, identified as Bence-Jones protein. These patients were treated by aspiration of pleural and peritoneal effusion as the first therapeutic steps, but had not received prior chemotherapy.

Three oncology patients were diagnosed with Hepatocellular carcinoma and admitted for surgical treatment with intrahepatic artery infusion. Chronic Hepatitis B was in their medical histories. Their blood tests revealed high immunoglobulins. Four oncology patients were diagnosed with Acute or Chronic Hepatitis B, while admitted for other surgical therapy of non-liver cancers.

**Materials & Methods**

**Hepatitis B Vaccine, anti-virus antibodies (AVA), anti-HBV antibodies**

The details of generating HBV vaccines and anti-HBsAg,
anti-HBcAg, anti-HBeAg antibodies were published in peer-reviewed articles, that are freely available at PubMed. [25-28]. Briefly, HBSAg was isolated from the patients suffering from Acute Hepatitis B: either from the blood by PEG fractionation or from the liver biopsies by CsCl gradient centrifugation. To assure exact immunogenic compatibility with the immunity induced by vaccinations with the FDA approved HBV vaccine (HBSAg), which were produced in yeast, the HBSAg in this project were also generated in yeast as originally described. Biotechnology of the recombinant HBSAg, as the baits for in vitro selection and evolution of anti-HBV antibodies, was pursued based upon the published DNA coding sequences. [SEQ ID NO: 1; SEQ ID NO: 2; SEQ ID NO: 3][25-30]

Hepatitis B virus like particles (VLP)

Hepatitis B virus like particles (VLP) were designed based upon the DNA sequences of HBV from GenBank and expressed as described. [SEQ ID NO: 1; SEQ ID NO: 2; SEQ ID NO: 3] [25-30] The VLP were initially synthesized in yeast—Saccharomyces cerevisiae as originally described. In particular, the expression plasmid pHBS-16 included the HBSAg surface antigen (HBSAg) controlled by the yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (ADHI) promoter introduced through EcoRI restriction sites into the DNA construct of the pBR322 plasmid. That followed by yeast replication origin, yeast trp1 gene. This biotechnology was later modified to be pursued in Pichia pastoris. Briefly, yeast cultures of Pichia pastoris were grown at 30 °C in rich medium (YPD: 1% yeast extract, 2% bactopeptone, 2% glucose) initially and shifted either to synthetic media (YNM, 0.67% yeast nitrogen base supplemented with 0.5% (v/v) methanol) for immunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence experiments, or to mineral media (MMOT, 0.2% (v/v) oleate and 0.02% (v/v) Tween-40) for fractionation studies. Thereafter, we switched to entirely synthetic VLP, which were refolded from high pressure and low temperature. All the protocols’ products—HBSAg VLP were referenced and validated to the FDA approved and the CDC recommended Engerix B and Recombivax and the anti-HBV antibody titer assays.

Blood, lymph, plasma, effusion, HIV

Processing, storage, and culture of blood, erythrocyte-free blood, peritoneal or pleural effusions, lymph, and plasma were pursued according to the original, detailed protocols published earlier and only briefly outlined here. [31-34]

Blood was drawn according to the standard clinical procedure by venipuncture into citric acid / dextran receiving buffer. It was stored at 4 deg. C until further processing. For virus binding assays, the blood was depleted of fibrinogen and calcium (later re-adjusted to physiological levels). Erythrocyte-free (E-), CD3-, CD4- blood was prepared by magnetic apheresis aided by antibodies conjugated with magnetic beads. Plasma was prepared by simple sedimentation and collecting supernatant or alternatively sampled during plasmapheresis. T cell fractions were prepared by activated sheep erythrocyte resetting. B cells were removed by complement receptor activated lysis. Desired cell fractions were enriched by FACS after labeling with fluorescent antibodies or by magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) after labeling with superparamagnetic antibodies. Plasma and B cells were isolated from erythrocyte-free blood by MACS after labeling with anti-CD19 and anti-CD20 magnetic antibodies. [25, 29-30].

Lymph was acquired according to the standard clinical procedure during surgeries on open abdomens. The viruses and cells from lymph were prepared according to the protocols for erythrocyte-free blood. [31-34]

All the samples were processed on different ways depending upon the research plans: secured for long term storing or immediately upon being drawn.

For storing, the samples were prepared by cryobiobanking. The samples were equilibrated with 10% DMSO in the patients’ serum at 4 deg C. They were frozen according to the gradual lowering temperature down to -35 deg C, -70 deg C, -196 deg C per 24 h on each step. (Cryo-immobilization were pursued on the cryo-immobilization apparatus, which was constructed and freezing protocols were developed in part thanks to the NSF and NIH Grants to MM). These samples were stored indefinitely without compromised quality. When needed, these samples were thawed according to the reverse-to-freezing protocol for processing. Alternatively, the total RNA was prepared and either stored as such or converted into cDNA for storing and / or shipping. For storing, alternatively, the samples were also retained on the sterile filter papers. [34-37]

For immediate processing, the HIV+ patients’ viremia in blood, lymph, or plasma were tested by reverse transcription and polymerase chain amplification of the sequences nested by the primers designed upon the published HIV-1 sequences in PubMed / GenBank from the samples generated by isolation of total RNA. [25-28, 38-41][SEQ ID NO: 4; SEQ ID NO: 5; SEQ ID NO: 6]

The healthy donors’ blood, lymph, and plasma served as the controls and processed in parallel to those of the HIV+ patients.

For research, the samples acquired from the HIV+ patients, whose HIV counts were adjusted to the experimental levels, were spiked with superparamagnetic genomically engineered molecules (GEM-SPM). The infected samples in vials were incubated at the desired time at 37 deg. C and 5 % CO2 while on the gyroscopic tables.

For immunological test, lysis of the cells was pursued in two buffers: NP40 and RIPA, as outlined in the forthcoming section (IP and IL). In NP40, they were prepared for immunoprecipitation. In RIPA, they were prepared for immunoblotting.

HIV was aspirated from the peritoneal or pleural effusions of the HIV+ oncology patients, who were diagnosed with Kaposi sarcoma. Of these sterile effusions, 100 microliters containing the HIV copy number determined by q-RT-PCR, was injected into the H9 culture (ATCC) and propagated strictly according to the published protocols. [33-34]
Human Immunodeficiency Virus gp160, gp120, gp41, p24
HIV gp160, gp120, gp41, p24, were prepared from the effusions of the HIV+ oncology patients admitted primarily for treatment of Kaposi sarcomas either by in vitro expression or collected as soluble from cell cultures. Templates were generated by two ways. Total mRNA was isolated from HIV+ producing CD4+ lymphocytes of the HIV+ patients as described. [27-28] The gp160, gp120, and gp41 mRNA were converted from total mRNA into ds cDNA by reverse transcription and polymerase chain reaction aided by the primers for gp160, gp120, and gp41 having sequences imported from GenBank [SEQ ID NO: 4-6], primers designed on 5Prime (NIH), and synthesized on oligonucleotide synthesizers (Applied Biosystems). The yielded amplicons were inserted into plasmids comprising CMV promoters and metal binding coding sequences or bifunctional linker binding domains as in the details described elsewhere. [25] These plasmids were propagated in Escherichia coli grown in Luria-Bartani media on shakers at 37 deg. C. After isolation of plasmids on Maxipreps (Qiagen), the restriction sites were tested and plasmids cut opened to accept the inserts coding for gp160, gp120, gp41, and p24. The new plasmids (pCMV-MBS-gp160, pCMV-MBS-gp120, pCMV-MBS-gp41, pCMV-MBS-p24) were electroporated into the Myeloma cells in cultures established from effusions of the oncology patients diagnosed with Multiple myelomas. The culture media were based upon RPMI1640 supplemented with the patients' effusion fluids rather than bovine sera. Alternatively, the HIV gp120, gp41, p24 were isolated directly from the patients' effusions or culture media.

Anti-viral antibodies (anti-gp120, anti-gp160, anti-gp41, anti-p24) (AVA)
All the HIV+ patients manifested anti-HIV antibodies, which were detected in their blood and lymph with the FDA approved clinical diagnostic tests. One of these patients manifested also anti-CD4 antibodies validated with OKT4. The coding sequences of these human antibodies were extracted from this patients' plasma and B cells and expressed in human Multiple myeloma cells as described in our detailed protocols published in the peer-reviewed journals and freely available through PubMed. [25-30]

Taking advantage of these laboratory results and access to the human cells, we adopted coding sequences from the plasma and B cells of these patients, while using them for biomolecular engineering of genomically engineered antibodies (AVA), which in the process were also rendered magnetic and / or fluorescent. All the procedures of manufacturing of antibodies were pursued as previously described and briefly outlined here.

The plasma and B cells were selected from blood of HIV+ patients by MACS and FACS using anti-CD19 and anti-CD20 magnetic antibodies. Total mRNA was isolated and stored. After importing the human HC and LC sequences [Kabat], the primers were designed with the aid of 5Prime software [NIH] for heavy and light variable chains and synthesized. After reverse transcription, these primers primers served to create cDNA templates, which were cloned into the plasmid containing CMV promoter and metal binding domains. [25-26, 45-46] Plasmids were propagated in Escherichia coli grown in the Luria-Bartani media in cultures maintained on the shakers at 37 deg. C. After purification on MaxiPreps [Qiagen], the plasmids were electroporated into the cells in cultures of Multiple myelomas, which were established from the effusions of the oncology patients, who were diagnosed with Multiple myelomas. The cells were cultured in RPMI1640 media, but modified on such a way that they were supplemented with the supernatants of the patients' effusions, but not bovine sera. Later, the cells were conditioned to grow in serum-free media in roller bottles at 37 deg C and 5% CO2. Therefore, supernatant could be easily used to test specificity of secreted antibodies. Metal binding domains (MBS) facilitated rendering them superparamagnetic and / or fluorescent, if MBS were saturated with Eu or Tb. The metal binding domains were chosen to provide strong direct binding to superparamagnetic nanoparticles used for MAMS. [50-51] The covalent bonds were aided through the classical chemistry. [50-51]

Human CD4 – Human Immunodeficiency Virus Entry Receptors (VERs)
Human CD4 was manufactured on two ways: cell lysis - immunoprecipitation - immunoblotting and genomic isolation - amplification - expression. [14-15, 25-28, 47] T lymphocytes from healthy volunteers were initially selected by sheep erythrocyte resetting precipitation followed by B cell complement lysis. Later, these fractions were enriched by CD4+ selection with our anti-CD4 superparamagnetic antibodies, raised from the plasma and B cells of the anti-CD4+ patient, on MACS or our anti-CD4 fluorescent antibodies by FACS.

For immunoprecipitation, the enriched fractions of the CD4+ cells were lysed with NP40. The soup was mixed with our anti-CD4, superparamagnetic, genomically engineered anti-CD4 antibodies, incubated for 1 h at 4 deg. C, and inserted into magnetic field at room temperature for 15 minutes. Diamagnetic content was rinsed off, while in the field. The fraction retained by anti-CD4 was released after the magnetic field ceased. Aliquots of this fraction were electrophoresed on PAGE and transferred onto the PVDF membranes (Amersham). The immunoblots were tested by the standard OKT4 antibody produced by the hybridoma cell line (ATCC), which was initially grown in the recommended cell culture conditions (ATCC), but which we modified so that the cells were grown in sera-free media as described. [27-28]

For immunoblotting, the enriched fractions of the CD4+ cells were lysed with RIPA. The lysates were electrophoresed by PAGE and validated as immunoprecipitated ones.

Alternatively, primarily for future expression of the full CD4 and its selected domains, total mRNA was isolated from these cells and stored. [27-28] The CD4 mRNA main transcripts' sequences were imported from GenBank.
The sequences were imported from GenBank. These primers guided creating the cDNA templates, which were cloned into the plasmids comprising CMV promoter and metal binding domains, and hetero-bifunctional linker domains linking chelates. The choice of the cloning vector was contingent upon the future superparamagnetic molecule to be used with. Propagated plasmids were electroporated into the human Multiple myeloma cells, which were established from the oncology patients diagnose with Multiple myelomas, to express the recombinant CD4. The cells were conditioned to grow in the serum-free RPMI media in roller bottles at 37 deg. C and 5% CO2. Therefore, supernatant could be easily used to test secreted recombinant receptors expressed from all the transcript variant versions by NMR and FCM. [29-30, 45-46]

Separation of the HIV-infected cells from HIV

Added to the patients' blood or lymph, recombinant CD4 or anti-gp120 antibodies with superparamagnetic features not only tag HIV-infected cells through the HIV envelope molecules of budding viruses, but also the viruses themselves. These procedures facilitated apheresis of the all HIV+ fractions: viruses and virus budding cells. Further, separation of the HIV-infected and viral envelope displaying cells from the viruses was performed by spinning the apheresed HIV+ samples at 1000 rpm at room temperature. The supernatant contained the HIV tagged with antibodies, while the HIV-infected and HIV budding cells, but not healthy cells, were collected in the pellet. [52]

Immunoprecipitation

For immunoprecipitation, the enriched fractions of the CD4+ cells were lysed with NP40. The soup was mixed with our anti-CD4, superparamagnetic, genomically engineered antibodies (GEA-SPM), incubated for 1 h at 4 deg. C, and placed into magnetic field for 15 minutes. Diamagnetic content was rinsed off, while in the field. The fraction retained by anti-CD4 GEA-SPM was released after the magnetic field ceased. Aliquots of this fraction were fraction retained by anti-CD4 GEA-SPM was released after the magnetic field ceased. Aliquots of this fraction were added. The conjugation reaction was performed on the identical way to create an alternative HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg, but remove unconjugated reactants. The process resulted in HIVUV in the physiological buffer. HPLC served as the means of separating monomeric HIVUV from potential aggregates, as well as quality control.

Conjugation of anti-Virus Antibodies (AVA) - specifically anti-gp120, with VV - specifically HBV vaccine, was performed on the identical way to create an alternative HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg.

Immunoblotting

For immunoblotting, the enriched fractions of the CD4+ cells were lysed with RIPA. The lysates were electrophoresed by PAGE and validated the same way as immune-precipitated ones. Alternatively, primarily for future expression of the CD4 selected domains, total mRNA was isolated from these cells and stored. [30-32] The CD4 mRNA main transcripts' The sequences were imported from GenBank. [SEQ ID NO: 7; SEQ ID NO: 8; SEQ ID NO: 9; SEQ ID NO: 10; SEQ ID NO: 11; SEQ ID NO: 12; SEQ ID NO: 13] The primers flanking the CD4 coding sequence were designed with the aid of the 5Prime software (NIH) and synthesized (Applied Biosystems). These primers served to create cDNA templates, which were cloned into the plasmids comprising CMV promoter, metal binding domains, hetero-bifunctional linker domains linking chelates. The choice of the cloning vector was contingent upon the future superparamagnetic molecule to be used with: either solid superparamagnetic or core-shell. Propagated plasmids were electroporated into the human Multiple myeloma cells, which were established from the oncology patients diagnose with Multiple myelomas, to express the recombinant CD4. [25-26, 29-30] The cells were conditioned to grow in the sera-free RPMI media in roller bottles at 37 deg. C and 5% CO2. Therefore, supernatant could be easily used to test secreted recombinant receptors expressed from all the transcript variant versions by NMR and FCM. [25-26, 29-30]

VUV: HIV universal vaccine (HIVUV)

Viral universal vaccines (VUV) comprise the two main domains integrated into a single biomolecule: virus entry receptor (VER) and viral vaccine (VV). In this project, we were focused on manufacturing of the specific VUV: HIV Universal Vaccines. (HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg and anti-gp120-HBsAg were prepared on two ways: chemical conjugation and genetic engineering.

HIVUV by chemical conjugation

Chemical conjugation was initiated from purified components: CD4 and HBsAg. Terminal functional groups of CD4 molecules disclosed herein at 1 mg / ml of physiological buffer were reacted with the linkers disclosed herein particularly SMCC. That was followed by dialysis in PBS with 1000 Da cutoff at 4 deg C. To the buffer containing activated CD4, the buffer containing HBsAg at 1:1 - 1:10 ration was added. The conjugation reaction was completed by dialysis in a physiological buffer to retain HIVUV: CD4–HBsAg, but remove unconjugated reactants. The process resulted in HIVUV in the physiological buffer. HPLC served as the means of separating monomeric HIVUV from potential aggregates, as well as quality control.

HIVUV by genetic/genomic engineering

Genetic/genomic engineering was initiated with synthesis of the the CD4, polyGly, and HBsAg coding sequences and assembling them into the claimed complete CD4 – HBsAg or anti-gp120-HBsAg coding sequences. The resulting dsDNA was inserted into the plasmid comprising CMV promoter, signal peptide, and metal binding domain. After sealing into cc ds DNA, it was electroporated into Multiple myeloma patients' cells. The myeloma cells were
grown in the serum free media. The pure CD4–HBsAg was recovered through HPLC (Tosoh).

The coding sequences for variable domains of anti-gp120 were assembled into scFv or dcFv, which were then inserted and expressed as disclosed for CD4 above.

Superparamagnetic domains and molecules

Superparamagnetic molecules (SPM) were prepared to comprise solid homogenous or core-shell architecture. The choice of the supermagnets was driven by future applications. [25-26, 29-30, 45-47] The solid superparamagnetic particles were used for in vitro diagnosis and research. The core-shell particles were manufactured for in vivo, in patients therapy. Their inner core provided superparamagnetic properties. The outer layer - shells comprised biologically inert elements to protect the patients from potentially leaking, toxic magnetic material and to offer interfacing layer to link them with antibodies and recombinant receptors.

The solid, homogenous, magnetic nickel and iron metal binding domains / particles were synthesized according to classical protocols adopted in this project. Therefore, the magnetic properties of genomically engineered molecules were gained either by incorporation of superparamagnetic entities into the structure of genomically engineered molecules or by attaching of superparamagnetic particles to the genomically engineered molecules. Chemical reactions involved in linking biomolecules and metallic entities were described in the details. [46-47]

The core-shell particles comprise Fe3O4 or Ni cores and Au or SiO2 shells. They are engineered according to classical protocols adopted in this project. [48-49] Briefly, the cores were synthesized by mixing aqueous solutions of FeCl3 x 6H2O / FeCl2 x 4H2O in ½ molar ratio, followed by adding 1m NaOH and stirring initially at room temperature, that was gradually increased to 90 deg. C for 1h. The process was completed by multiple cycles of rinsing with water. The superparamagnetic cores were then retained by magnets and dispersed in water as ferrofluid. The gradient centrifugation facilitated collecting the cores - shells comprised biologically inert elements to protect the patients from potentially leaking, toxic magnetic material and to offer interfacing layer to link them with antibodies and recombinant receptors.

The solid, homogenous, magnetic nickel and iron metal binding domains / particles were synthesized according to classical protocols adopted in this project. Therefore, the magnetic properties of genomically engineered molecules were gained either by incorporation of superparamagnetic entities into the structure of genomically engineered molecules or by attaching of superparamagnetic particles to the genomically engineered molecules. Chemical reactions involved in linking biomolecules and metallic entities were described in the details. [46-47]

The core-shell particles comprise Fe3O4 or Ni cores and Au or SiO2 shells. They are engineered according to classical protocols adopted in this project. [48-49] Briefly, the cores were synthesized by mixing aqueous solutions of FeCl3 x 6H2O / FeCl2 x 4H2O in ½ molar ratio, followed by adding 1m NaOH and stirring initially at room temperature, that was gradually increased to 90 deg. C for 1h. The process was completed by multiple cycles of rinsing with water. The superparamagnetic cores were then retained by magnets and dispersed in water as ferrofluid. The gradient centrifugation facilitated collecting the cores - shells comprised biologically inert elements to protect the patients from potentially leaking, toxic magnetic material and to offer interfacing layer to link them with antibodies and recombinant receptors.

The solid, homogenous, magnetic nickel and iron metal binding domains / particles were synthesized according to classical protocols adopted in this project. Therefore, the magnetic properties of genomically engineered molecules were gained either by incorporation of superparamagnetic entities into the structure of genomically engineered molecules or by attaching of superparamagnetic particles to the genomically engineered molecules. Chemical reactions involved in linking biomolecules and metallic entities were described in the details. [46-47]

The core-shell particles comprise Fe3O4 or Ni cores and Au or SiO2 shells. They are engineered according to classical protocols adopted in this project. [48-49] Briefly, the cores were synthesized by mixing aqueous solutions of FeCl3 x 6H2O / FeCl2 x 4H2O in ½ molar ratio, followed by adding 1m NaOH and stirring initially at room temperature, that was gradually increased to 90 deg. C for 1h. The process was completed by multiple cycles of rinsing with water. The superparamagnetic cores were then retained by magnets and dispersed in water as ferrofluid. The gradient centrifugation facilitated collecting the cores - shells comprised biologically inert elements to protect the patients from potentially leaking, toxic magnetic material and to offer interfacing layer to link them with antibodies and recombinant receptors.

The solid, homogenous, magnetic nickel and iron metal binding domains / particles were synthesized according to classical protocols adopted in this project. Therefore, the magnetic properties of genomically engineered molecules were gained either by incorporation of superparamagnetic entities into the structure of genomically engineered molecules or by attaching of superparamagnetic particles to the genomically engineered molecules. Chemical reactions involved in linking biomolecules and metallic entities were described in the details. [46-47]
XRFS as described earlier. [25-26, 29-30, 46] The field emission, scanning transmission, electron microscope FESTEM HB501 (Vacuum Generators) was equipped with the energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) (Noran) and post-column electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) (Gatan). The cryo-energy filtering transmission electron microscope 912 Omega was equipped with the omega, in-column, electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) and the energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) (Zeiss). The cryo-energy filtering transmission electron microscopes 410 and 430 Phillips were equipped with the post-column, electron energy loss spectrometers (EELS) and the energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) (Noran). The field emission, scanning electron microscope SEM1530 (Zeiss) was equipped with the energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) (Noran). The field emission, scanning electron microscope H3400 (Hitachi) was equipped with the energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) (Hitachi). The S2 Picofox XRFS spectrometer was equipped with a molybdenum (Mo) X-ray target and the Peltier cooled XFlash Silicon Drift Detector (Bruker). Scan times ranged up to 1000 seconds. The ICP standard of 1000 mg/l of mono-element Gallium or Gadolinium (CPI International) was added to 500 microL of each sample to the final concentration of 10 mg/l. Instrument control, data collection, and analysis were under the SPECTRA 7 software (Bruker).

Effects of VUV on viral counts and infected-cell counts
To determine the efficacy of our HIVUV on the HIV particle and HIV-infected cell count, the blood or lymph acquired from the HIV+ patients with the HIV-infected cell count adjusted to 1000 cells per milliliter were supplemented with the erythrocyte-free blood of the healthy volunteers, who were previously vaccinated with HBV vaccine and had the anti-HBS titer adjusted above 100 IU, and with HIVUVs comprising: CD4 – HBsAg or anti-gp120-HBsAg. For comparison the blood or lymph of the HIV+ patients were spiked with the erythrocyte-free blood of healthy volunteers, who were vaccinated, but the mix was not spiked with our HIVUV.

To determine the efficacy of our VUV on the HIV count, the blood or lymph acquired from the HIV+ patients with the HIV count adjusted to 100 HIV particles per microliter were supplemented with the erythrocyte-free blood of the healthy volunteers, who were previously vaccinated with HBV vaccine and had the anti-HBS titer adjusted above 100 IU, and with HIVUVs comprising: CD4 – HBsAg or anti-gp120-HBsAg. For comparison the blood or lymph of the HIV+ patients were spiked with the erythrocyte-free blood of healthy volunteers who were vaccinated, but the mix was not spiked with our HIVUV.

Statistical analysis
All the measurements were run at least in triplicates for each sample from each of the patients and each of the healthy volunteers and. The numbers were analyzed and displayed using statistical and image quantification software GraphPad and ImageJ. Data were presented as mean of standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical significance was calculated by t-test for two groups. To assure statistical significance multiple controls were performed. First, the measurements of the effects of the particular HIVUV were compared with the reading of the HIVUV engineered by introducing mutated CD4 or isotype anti-gp120. Second, the same HIVUV and isotype controls were administered to the HIV+ patient and healthy volunteer vaccinated or not with HBV. Third, the measurement of every HIV+ patients were conducted in parallel with the HBV+ patient. Fourth, the long term studies were conducted in which HIV and CD4 counts varied with time. Fifth, the measurements were compared when obtained after administration of HIVUV according to different doses and regimens.

Result
Specificity and sensitivity of binding HIV by viral universal vaccine (VUV): Human Immunodeficiency Virus Universal Vaccine (HIVUV)
The first and foremost important feature of any targeted therapeutic is high specificity and sensitivity in marking all the targets and only the targets. We have determined these features for our viral universal vaccines’ (VUV): HIVUV. Specifically, HIVUV’s: CD4-HBsAg and gp120-HBsAg ability to bind HIV gp120 has been demonstrated in FIG. 1. For all targeting scenarios of testing, we wanted to demonstrate, if there is a formation of complexes between the viruses and virus universal vaccines (VUV). Specifically herein, that was to demonstrate formation of complexes between CD4 of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg with gp120 of HIV. Similarly, we sought to see, if there is binding of anti-gp120 of HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg with HIV gp120. In both cases, the tests conveyed positive answers. We were asserting absence of CD4+, CD3+ T,soluble CD4, gp120, gp41, as potential decoys. For these studies, blood of the HIV+ patients, HBV+ patients, healthy volunteers immunized with HBV vaccine, and healthy volunteers not immunized with HBV vaccine was acquired. Blood of these subjects was spiked with HIVUV, followed by non-denaturing lysis to retain potential molecular complexes intact. That was followed by labeling with superparamagnetic anti-gp120 or CD4 for magnetic activated molecule sorting (MAMS). The selection was loaded into acrylamide gels and electrophoresed. This highly selective procedures allowed us to determine that HIVUV, through its CD4 and / or anti-gp120 domain, was pulling out very efficiently HIV from the blood and lymph of the HIV+ patients. It also allowed us to demonstrate the HIVUV high specificity, as no other molecules were pulled out of the lysates, but only the HIV gp120. The lanes had only single bands. These features were critical to assure that no other molecules would be marked for annihilation by the immune system except the ones marked by HIVUV. The lanes running the samples from the HIV- patients, healthy volunteers immunized and non-immunized, as well as of mutated CD4 or isotype anti-gp120 guided HIVUV
appeared empty. These empty lanes were critical in demonstrating absence of risks of potential adverse effects resulting from binding other-than-targeted molecules resulting from non-specific irritation of the immune system of the patients.

Specificity and sensitivity in engaging vaccination induced immunity by Virus Universal Vaccine (VUV): Human Immunodeficiency Virus Universal Vaccine (HIVUV)

The first and foremost important feature of any immunotherapeutic, to be effective, is its ability to elicit new or to engage existing immune response system on a very focused, selective manner, i.e., with absent or at least minimized bystander effect or triggering autoimmune diseases. Antibodies directed against immunogens, which were used for vaccination or were afflicted by natural infection, are the primary responders, which guide effectors. They guide the two main modi operandi in annihilating all insulting microbial: ADCC and CDC. We tested efficacy of HIVUV to engage vaccination induced immunity by flow cytometry of FcR+ cells engaged through anti-HBV antibodies present in abundance in all HBV vaccinated people with sufficiently high titers. For all scenarios of testing efficacy of our viral universal vaccines (VUV), we wanted to demonstrate, if there is a formation of complexes comprising a virus, a redirecting vaccine, an antibody raised through vaccination or natural infection, and the effector cells. In our case, that was to demonstrate formation of complexes between: gp120 of HIV; CD4 of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg or anti-gp120 of HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg; anti-HBV; and FcR+ of the effector cells. However, these complexes should not be formed with HIVUV engineered with mutated CD4 or isotype anti-gp120 guided HIVUV. The affirmative results have been demonstrated in FIG. 2.

Blood of the HIV positive HIV+ (HIV+), HBV immunized (anti-HBV+), depleted CD4 T, CD3 T, erythrocyte (CD3-, CD4-, E-) patients had administered fluorescent HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg or anti-gp120-HBsAg versus Human Papilloma Virus Universal Vaccine (HPVUV): anti-HPV16-HBsAg as the controls. That was followed by fluorescent labeling of CD16, CD64, and gp120 versus non-fluorescent antibodies and the isotypes as the controls. Alternatively, FcR+ fractions of cells were tagged with superparamagnetic HIVUV versus non-magnetic HIVUV or non-tagged cells. In this scenario, the changes in relativity time rates were determined by NMR. [40, 41] For all scenarios of testing viral vaccines targeting, they have to demonstrate formation of complexes comprising the HIV, HIVUV, anti-HBV, and CD16+ and / or CD64+ effectors.

Administration of VUV: HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg to blood of the HIV+, HBV vaccinated, CD3-, CD4-, E-, patients resulted in very high efficacy of engaging FcR+ effector cells against HIV, as shown (FIG. 2: 1-6). Omission of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg resulted in lack of engagement of FcR+ by gp120 of HIV through HIVUV. Administration of VUV: HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg to blood of the HIV+, HBV vaccinated, CD3-, CD4-, E-, patients resulted in good efficacy of engaging FcR+ effector cells against HIV as shown (FIG. 2: 7-12). However, quantitatively, this efficacy was not as high as with CD4-HBsAg. Any changes introduced to the design of the HIVUV resulted in a significant reduction down to disappearance of the FcR+ cells’ engaging efficacy, as it was the case, when we incorporated mutated version of CD4, isotype of anti-gp120, isotype of anti-HBV, or anti-HPV. Moreover, the labeling was highly specific and efficient, if compared to the healthy donors controls (FIG. 2: 13-14) versus using isotype antibodies anti-CD16, anti-CD64, anti-gp120, anti-HBsAg.

Efficacy of HIVUV in reducing HIV viremia

Efficacy of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg in reducing HIV viremia is demonstrated in FIG. 3. It was determined based upon quantitative, real time, reverse transcription - polymerase chain reaction (q-RT-RT-PCR) of HIV viremia – HIV counts - in blood of the HIV+ patients with administration

Figure 1. Left pane. Acrylamide electrophoretic gel of immune-pull-outs, which were generated after spiking with HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg (1-5) or anti-gp120-HBsAg (6-9) of the of the HIV+, HBV immunized, patients (2-7), healthy volunteers immunized with HBV vaccine (1) with mutated CD4 (3), mutated HBsAg (4), isotype anti-HBV (5), identical variations for anti-gp120-HBsAg (6-9), isotype anti-gp120 (10), isotype anti-HBV (12). Control ladder in the lane 11. This is the raw image, taken with orange filter, with no processing. The measurements were performed in triplicates on samples from each of the patients and healthy donors listed in the section: Patients and Healthy Donors. The data are statistically representative of all tests performed. Middle pane. Three-dimensional quantification of the bands’ density reflecting the amount of material loaded in the lanes presented in the gel in the left pane. Right pane. Quantification of the top densities of the gel depicted in the left pane. In clinical practice, quantification of the bands’ densities should facilitate assessment of the efficacy of HIVUV treatment upon the HIV viremia contingent upon the dose and regimen for each treated patient individually.
Figure 2. Flow cytometry (FCM) of blood of the HIV+, HBV immunized, CD4+ depleted, patient after having administered HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg (1-6) or HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg (7-12) and the healthy, HBV vaccinated, donor (13-18). Channels: HIVUV: CD-HBsAg (2); HIVUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg (8); HIV (3, 9), anti-HBV (4, 10); anti-CD16 (5, 11); anti-CD64 (6, 12); HIVVUV, FcR+ cells (1, 8); FS / SS (13); FS / SS / CD16 (14); controls: mutated CD4 (15); isotype anti-gp120 (16); isotype anti-HBV (17); isotype anti-CD16. These are raw read-outs, with no gating, and no processing. The measurements were performed in triplicates on samples from each of the patients and healthy donors listed in the section: Patients and Healthy Donors. The data are statistically representative of all tests performed.

Figure 3. HIVUV aided repression of various levels of HIV viremia in blood of the HIV+ patients over time. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) - based HIV counts in cultured blood from the HIV+ patient with no treatment versus treatment with our HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg. It demonstrates rapid eradication of HIV by HIVUV, which is contingent upon the initial HIV count; thus gravity of viremia. The measurements were performed in triplicates on samples from each of the patients and healthy donors listed in the section: Patients and Healthy Donors. The data are statistically representative of all tests performed.

of VUV: HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg versus no treatment. It was conducted as the function of time. Importantly, the HIV viremia could be brought down to non-detectable levels contingent upon the initial, low levels of viremia, the dose of administered VUV, and / or the number / frequency of the HIVUV administrations or maintaining constant levels of HIVUV, and assuring the stable levels of the FcR+ effector cells, over the entire tested period of time. Similar effects, but quantitatively lower, were observed upon administration of VUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg.
Efficacy of HIVUV in protecting CD4+ cells

Efficacy of HIVUV in protecting CD4+ cells was assessed by flow cytometry (FCM) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) with the results summarized in FIG. 4. Flow cytometry (FCM) - based CD4+ cells’ counts as the function of time in cultured blood from the HIV+ patient with administration of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg versus no treatment determined at various time intervals. Similar effects, but quantitatively lower, were observed upon administration of VUV: anti-gp120-HBsAg. Infection of blood of the healthy volunteers with HIV, but not treated with HIVUV, resulted in rapid depletion of the CD4+ cells’ population in a matter of weeks. Altogether, administration of HIVUV: CD4-HBsAg or anti-gp120-HBsAg very effectively reduced the speed of the CD4+ cell populations’ depletion.

Discussion

Herein, we present the compositions, processes of making, and proof of concept for various methods of using for therapy of patients suffering from viral infections: viral universal vaccines (VUV). In principle, VUV comprise the two main functional domains: de novo infecting virus docking domain or antibody directed against viral targeting molecule and microbial, viral or bacterial or yeast, vaccine domain, which are conjugated by an optional joining domain (JD) a bifunctional chemical linker, a peptide, or integrated as fusion proteins by genetic engineering.

Specifically, we provide the composition, processes of making, and methods of utility of VUV for therapy of the HIV infected patients. Specifically, we focus on VUV for HIV, HIVUV: CD4HBsAg and anti-gp120-HBsAg, and methods of using them for therapy of the HIV infected patients, who have been immunized against HBV.

One of the main advantages of VUV is that they rely upon the patients’ existing immunity, raised by vaccination or / and natural infection with one type of microbials. This existing immunity is redirected by VUV to instantly respond full force to a new infection. For patients, whose immune system, which was exhausted by a disease and / or rounds of chemotherapy, raising immune response de novo may be difficult. VUV overcome this problem. Moreover, raising immune response to a new vaccine takes time. In cases of VLP, it takes also booster shots. Only after a couple of months, the immune system of a healthy person is capable for switching from IgM to IgG class. Therafter, it may also take time to mount all components of the immune response to assure the effective response to the newly insulting hot virus. Unfortunately, in cases of HIV infections, a couple of months is enough to significantly deplete CD4+ of lymphocytes and practically disable the T helper cells’ arm of immunity. It is a race for time between the immune system building a response and the virus rapidly propagating, while effectively dismantling that immune response. In a long run, this leads to Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndromes (AIDS) and deaths primarily due to opportunistic infections and cancers. In this realm, instant engagement by redirecting of the anti-HBV existing immune system remaining idle, on standby, addresses the problem, when time is of essence. Moreover, when the prophylactic immunity is on standby (e.g., after HBV vaccination with VLP), then upon the HIV infection, redirected response to HBV is rapidly amplified. The HIV viremia, contingent upon HIV counts, is corresponding to gravity of the HIV+ patients’ symptoms. Therefore, the magnitude of amplified immune response, as the way to repress viremia, is another great advantage of instantly administered HIVUV, rather than introducing new therapeutic vaccines, while waiting for amplification of
efficacy of that new vaccine induced immunity.

The HIVUV efficacy relies upon components, which have outstanding record of safety. Moreover, HIVUV do not interrupt any of the elements of the immune response. Therefore, it is unlikely that they would trigger cytokine storms in patients, who tolerated HBV vaccination well. Furthermore, gp120, which is responsible for triggering cytokine storm, is directly neutralized by CD4 domain of HIVUV.

After the initial increase since the infection, the HIV viremia is temporarily reduced. It is also the case upon the administration of chemotherapies. However, the HIV is present in its natural reservoirs, while integrated into the genomic DNA of the infected cells. Nevertheless, progression of the disease is contingent upon cytopathic effects of HIV upon CD4+ cells, that eventually lead to AIDS. As soon as the HIV molecules progress through budding to appear on the surface, they become the targets for HIVUV, which promptly engage ADCC and CDC to eliminate these infected cells. These mechanisms may help in repressing progression of the initial infection into AIDS. Some of the therapeutic efficacy would be reduced by the presence of soluble gp120, becoming practically decoys for HIVUV. Therefore, in order to determine the most effective therapeutic dose of the HIVUV for a particular patient, the total gp120 concentration would have to be measured, while minding that it comprises HIV, HIV producing infected lymphocytes, and soluble components. Whereas, the primary target – HIV would absorb the amount of the administered HIVUV proportional to the HIV count, while each of HIV carries oligomers of gp120 per each of its ~ 72 spikes.

Since VUV rely upon existing immunity, there is no need to introduce new immunogens in the form of prophylactic vaccines, therapeutic vaccines, antibodies, and alike. Every new immunogens (including vaccines, antibodies, cytokines, etc) carries a risk of triggering adverse effects and / or autoimmune diseases. Pharmacogenomic testing may reduce such risks in the future. Meanwhile, relying upon existing vaccines, with well proven safety record, as it is the case with HBV vaccines (Engerix, Recombivax), while redirecting them, as it is the case with our VUV, against newly insulting viruses (e.g., HIV) is currently a far more efficient and safer option for the patients, than introducing new vaccines = immunogenes.

The main problem with biomolecular engineering of VUV against other viruses is identification of virus attachment molecules (VAM) docking them into to-be-infected cells' virus entry receptors (VER) or be neutralized by anti-virus attachment molecule antibodies (AVA). In our case of designing HIVUV, we relied upon gp120 as VAM and CD4 as VER, and anti-gp120 as AVA. Furthermore, we relied upon the safety record of HBV vaccine reported after years of administration VLP (Engerix, Recombivax). Following this novel paradigm, our vigorous effort is focused on identifying such molecules for other deadly viruses and biomolecular engineering VUV against them.

Our work was focused on very precise administration of the doses and regimens to the samples from individual patients, while adjusting very precisely HIV viral counts, CD4+ cell populations, concentrations of gp120 and CD4, and FcR+ effectors. This approach was meant to create the foundations for the large scale clinical trials, in which very specific doses and regimens would be administered to the patients having completed the required laboratory tests. This was focused on maximal personalization therapy. In those large scale studies, we work hard to have the personal pharmacogenomic assessment of individual patients' response performed. Only from those large scale studies, we plan to assess the patient-to-patient variability in response to the HIVUV aided therapy.

We envision streamlining HIVUV into clinics not only as a stand-alone therapy, but also complementing the currently approved chemotherapeutics, which rely upon repressing HIV replication. Administration of HIVUV supporting chemotherapy would not carry the risk of interference with various cocktails as it is the case with some currently approved therapeutic compositions.

We also envision a potential of HIVUV in elimination of HIV and HIV infected cells as enhancing efficacy of regenerative medicine applied to the HIV+ patients. Of particular interest would be attempts to introduce stem cells and CD4+ lineage precursor cells, as a way to replenish population of CD4+ cells, while repressing risks of them being newly infected; thus potentially annihilating therapeutic efficacy of stem cell therapy.

The principle of our approach for treatment of viral infections is that medical vaccination and / or natural infection induced immunity on stand-by against one virus in patients is redirected, accelerated, and amplified against a different, newly infecting viruses, to which the patients’ immune system was not prepared. None of the published attempts and / or disclosures proposed and / or aimed at physically redirecting prophylactic immunity raised against one microbial to become a therapeutic immunity against another one. Nevertheless, the same compositions, processes, and methods are obviously and easily adaptable for a person skilled in molecular medicine, pharmacogenomic/pharmacogenetics, and pharmaceutical biotechnology, for all viral infections, which we vigorously pursue within the clinical trials.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated high efficacy of VUV: HIVUV: CD4 – HBsAg and anti-gp120-HBsAg in annihilating HIV through redirecting, accelerating, and amplifying immunity against HBV. Nevertheless, the same compositions, processes, and methods are obviously and easily adaptable for other deadly viral infections, which we vigorously pursue.
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HIV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus; VUV: Virus Universal Vaccine; HIVUV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus Universal Vaccine; HIVV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus Vaccine; HBV: Hepatitis B Virus; HBVV: Hepatitis B Virus Vaccine;
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